Horoscopes Monday 13th March
2017
As Mercury the planet of communication moves into Aries from
today, it can see us being more assertive in conversation and
everyday interactions.
This influence can also encourage us to make spur of the
moment decisions and to act on them, without stopping to
consider the consequences. For your FREE Daily Horoscope
Monday 13th March 2017 please see below…
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Aries 21 March – 20 April
With the potent energies of Pluto angling towards Jupiter and
Uranus, it could seem that your freedom is curtailed by
responsibilities or an ambition that can prove compelling.
Over coming weeks it may appear that you have no option but to
do what you have to. But Mercury entering your sign from today
may shift your focus, and this can give you some crucial
leeway, Aries.

Taurus 21 April – 21 May
You may find yourself busy with various community projects,
events or social plans. But the focus on a more private sector
of your chart intensifies from today and as a result, you
could find it easier to connect with your feelings and to talk
about them if necessary. This can be vital if you need to make
a decision that could take you out of your comfort zone and
into new territory.

Gemini 22 May – 21 June
As Mercury your personal planet glides into Aries from today,
it can add extra sparkle to social events and lively
occasions, as well as encouraging you to move in new circles.
Mind, with a powerful focus in play you can also feel
motivated to pool resources and invite key others on board,
especially if they have the right experience to aid you with a
valued project Gemini.

Cancer 22 June – 23 July
It can seem that if someone would change their attitude, life
could be much easier for you. But would this really be the
case Cancer? It may be that your approach to them has been too
easygoing and that by being open about your feelings you could
see a shift occur. If you feel ready to step up and take
control of this situation, doing so may well alter things for
the better.

Leo 24 July – 23 August
You may find that a focus on your job or regarding certain
responsibilities seem to keep you away from more leisurely
activities, which could mean that you miss out on social
opportunities. However, it could be that you have become
inadvertently caught up in the details of such matters to the
detriment of other issues, and that allowing yourself some
latitude would be kinder to you.

Virgo 24 August – 23 September
As Mercury your leading planet, moves into Aries and a
sensitive sector from today, the coming weeks can allow you a
glimpse into the deeper workings of your subconscious mind
which could prove very illuminating. Indeed, your horoscope

reveals that this can be an excellent time to make those
crucial changes to thoughts and attitudes that might transform
aspects of your life.

Libra 24 September – 23 October
The Sun in your lifestyle sector can coincide with a focus on
day-to-day affairs which you might find quite settling.
Compared to other more trying issues which could revolve
around a domestic matter, the tried and trusted may boost your
spirits. You might be taking family affairs too seriously
though, causing unnecessary pressure when discussing them
could ease things, Libra.

Scorpio 24 October – 22 November
If someone insists that you follow their lead this might not
sit well with you. Therefore, it may be time to let them know
how you feel. The current picture can be a call to focus on
what works for you, which might involve some soul searching.
If you sense that you need the freedom to make your own
decisions Scorpio, then gently detaching from their influence
can be a good thing.

Sagittarius 23 November – 21 December
As your planet of relating moves into your sector of leisure
and creativity, someone may encourage you to explore interests
that you might well relish. It is also possible that a good
friend or family member could introduce you to a sport or
pastime that you can enjoy together. The only issue that may
hold you back is cost Archer, but with some lateral thinking
you can work this out.

Capricorn 22 December – 20 January
You may feel as though you can achieve far more by keeping a
firm grip on family affairs, key plans and big ambitions. But
is this really true? You could find that if you are willing to
let go even little things could begin to flow in the direction
you have wanted them to go. If you can gain a degree of
detachment around such matters, then progress may soon be
made, Capricorn.

Aquarius 21 January – 19 February
The coming weeks can see you keen to get involved, whether it
is a group, club or online forum that attracts your attention.
But the bigger picture can encourage you to let go of an issue
that may have been on your mind for some time. If you have
been deeply involved with this, then it could prevent you from
moving on with other areas of your life and that would be a
shame.

Pisces 20 February – 20 March
As Mercury moves into your sector of values and finances, you
may feel moved to plan ahead regarding those important
purchases, and this can give you a chance to enjoy the feeling
of control that doing so could bring. Indeed, with Venus
rewinding in this same sector, you may feel that an overhaul
is due. This can be an excellent idea, especially if it allows
you to invest wisely.
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